Data Management Plan - MIT
This Data Management Plan (DMP) describes the elements and procedures for storing, securing
and sharing data associated with the proposed Management of Data Lifecycles and Provenance
(MDLP) activities at MIT’s Plasma Science & Fusion Center (PSFC). This project uses database
and web infrastructure created in work funded as the MPO (Metadata, Provenance and Ontology).
1. Data Covered: This plan covers the following data:
•
•
•

Any data and code generated by the MDLP project described in this proposal and not stored
off-site and covered by that site’s DMP.
User data generated with MDLP/MPO tools and stored at MIT
Publications and research reports in digital form

2. Data Acquisition, Storage, Archival and Retention Policy
2.A. Data Acquisition and Storage
Data stored by the MPO services is created through call-outs in instrumented workflow scripts.
The data resides in postgreSQL databases. Source code is maintained using git hosted by General
Atomics git-lab installation.
2.B. Data Backup and Archival
The relational databases are backed up nightly, weekly, and monthly; nightly and weekly backups
are saved for 8 weeks and the monthly backups are saved permanently on PSFC systems. All of
these database backups are in turn backed up to MIT’s Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM), a large
enterprise-class automated tape library on campus. Older versions of files are maintained on TSM
for 30 days, allowing further redundancy and a path for recovery from short-term data integrity
problems. User files are saved monthly for 1 quarter, quarterly for first year, annually after that on
TSM. Individual desktop systems in user offices are backed up using MIT’s CrashPlan cloud
service.
3. Data Access and Sharing
All data acquired and stored under the proposed activity will be available to everyone on the project
team. In addition, any data derived from the C-Mod experiment is available to all members of the
C-Mod team, subject to the use and publication conditions described in the C-Mod collaboration
agreement.
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/research/alcator/program/collab_agree_2.pdf
Access to processed data from other machines will be shared, subject to collaboration and data
sharing rules specified by those facilities.
4. Publication of Documents and Digital Data
DOE’s Office of Science has recently established a new policy for management and access to
digital data created through federally funded research. The requirements refer to research products,

which include both digital data and digital documents. Of particular note, the policy includes a
substantially new requirement for making all research data displayed in publications resulting from
the proposed research open, machine-readable, and digitally accessible to the public at the time of
publication”. The phrase “data displayed” refers specifically to figures and tables within the
publication.
4A. Open Access Data Management
The Harvard/MIT Dataverse data repository will provide a stable, long-term, open, institutional
archive for the digital data required under the new rules. To meet the requirement for open-access
to data, researchers will create a set of data files that correspond to the figures and tables as they
prepare manuscripts,. We have chosen to standardize on the HDF5 file format for data in figures
and plain text or Excel for tables. Software for creating these files from within user applications in
commonly used scientific programming languages will be provided. Users would submit these
files to the PSFC library who will administer the process and organize the data files within the
repository.
To provide meaning and context, two general types of metadata will be associated with these data
files. The first type provides a description of the data within the files and the second type describes
the data collection and associated publication. Inclusion of the first type of metadata will be
supported through the software used to write the files. The second type of metadata will be supplied
by the authors when the data is submitted through the PSFC web site.
4B. Document Management
To meet differing and evolving requirements from funding agencies and from MIT, digital
documents will be stored redundantly in several systems. The PSFC Library will administrate the
deposit to DOE P.A.G.E.S. of required metadata and links to full text as specified by OSTI/DOE.
(Per the requirements of the DOE Public Access Plan). P.A.G.E.S. will link to a full-text version
of the accepted manuscript twelve months from the article publication date and then link to the
VoR when and if it becomes available. Metadata accompanying the accepted manuscript, e.g.,
author name, journal title, and digital object identifier (DOI) for the VoR, ensures that attribution
to authors, journals, and original publishers will be maintained. All curated document versions are
accessible through the PSFC Library website and data repository – these versions are considered
“published” once they have been processed and administrated through the PSFC Library document
ecosystem, which includes: deposit into the PSFC local digital archive; catalogued (to include all
metadata) in the PSFC Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) which includes links to all document
versions; and deposited into MIT’s DSpace.
Curated Document Versions can include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Unabridged Manuscript
Non-Peer Reviewed Preprint
Peer Reviewed Preprint
Research or Internal Reports
[both Peer- and non-Peer-Reviewed]
e) Revisions, Errata if any
f) Final version of manuscripts as published
g) DOE regarded Version of Record (VOR), i.e. published version

h) Data sets as shown in final manuscript figures and tables (as discussed in 4A)
To ensure long-term preservation and access, all DOE-funded authors at the PSFC will be required
to submit an accepted manuscript and its associated metadata to the PSFC Library for storage on
the local (PSFC) domain-specific data archive. Backups of this local archive are done with TSM.
Further redundancy is achieved via the PSFC Library depositing the document into MIT’s DSpace
institutional repository. DSpace is an open source repository used for creating open-access for
scholarly and/or published digital content. As a digital archives system, it is focused on the longterm storage, access and preservation of digital content and as such is committed to upholding
industry standards of digital curation and preservation principles; it is underwritten by MIT’s
commitment to provide ample resources to ensure its continued operation. Under the auspices of
MIT, the PSFC document archive is assured continuance and/or migration to DSpace through
institutional support.
Both the PSFC archive and the MIT DSpace repository are open-access to all, within and beyond
the PSFC and MIT communities, without restrictions, aside from any copyright or terms-of-use
provisions that may apply to specific documents or data sets.

